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Abstract. Error magnitude is a measurement commonly used in forecast evaluation. However, the purpose of forecasting air quality 
is to maintain the air quality within assigned guidelines. Thus, the index measurement is important to be considered. But, the 
problem arises when the index is used to gauge the values of different offices and these measurements are found to be degenerate 
in commonly occurring situations. Therefore, this study aims to overcome both of the limitations. The daily air pollutant index 
(API) data from year 2005 to 2011 was used to compare the forecast performance between Box-Jenkins methods, artificial neural 
networks (ANN) and hybrid method. The forecast accuracy measurements used include mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), 
root mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute deviation (MAD), true predicted rate (TPR), false positive rate (FPR), false alarm 
rate (FAR) and successful index (SI) including the proposed index measurement, combination index (CI). It is found that the index 
measurement enhance the ability to measure the air quality forecast performance in choosing the best forecast method with CI 
significantly overcome the limitation of existing index measurement. Thus, this study suggests to use the appropriate measurement 
in accordance to the purpose of forecasting. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
One important aspect in forecasting is the evaluation of model performance. At the end of the forecast, the appropriate 
model’s validation is required in accordance to the purpose of forecasting. Hence, the validation of forecast message is 
useful to the public, government, and authorities. For instance, many measures of forecasting performance have been 
proposed in the past with recommendation to suit the model’s comparison based on time series data. This is because 
different conclusion can be drawn from the results. Two types of measurements will be used in this study, known as 
error magnitude measurements and benchmark quality index measurements. 
The error magnitude measurements such as mean absolute deviation (MAD), mean absolute percentage error 
(MAPE) and root mean square error (RMSE) have been broadly used to evaluate forecast precision [1, 2]. However, 
the measurements, have owned disadvantage as describe by Hyndman and Koehler [1]. MAD and RMSE are not ap- 
propriate to evaluate forecast accuracy across different time series since both are scale dependent. Meanwhile, MAPE 
gives a larger penalty to over forecast compared with under forecast [3, 1].Therefore, to overcome the limitation, they 
proposed mean absolute scaled error (MASE). 
Besides error magnitude measurements, several studies have used the benchmark quality in the model’s validation 
[3, 4, 5]. Hence, forecast accuracy based on a threshold value, known as truely predicted rate (TPR), false positive rate 
(FPR), false alarm rate (FAR) and successful index (SI) imperatively considered in forecast validation. In the field of 
environment, the benchmark quality is important to ensure the environment remain satisfactory especially to the public 
according to the assigned guidelines. Thus, benchmark quality will be used as the model’s validation in determining 
the best forecast model alongside with the common forecast model’s validation, error magnitude measurements. Both 
group measurements will be used in real air quality data. 
The key necessity for human health and well-being is clean air. However, air pollution continues to pose a major 
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threat to health globally. The presence of the globalized development for both developed and developing countries has 
increase air pollution problems [6]. Thus, the air pollution has been affecting human health, the environment and in 
the long run, it can exacerbate risks to the earth due to increasing global warming and the greenhouse effect [7, 8]. To 
reduce the worst impacts of air pollution, air quality guidelines are designed. One of the simplest developed air quality 
guidelines is measured based on an index. Thus, the ambient air quality measurement in Malaysia was described in 
terms of Air Pollutant Index (API). 
Over decades, the development of numerical models that can simulate the air quality has increasingly become  
a major focus of the researchers. These involved many types of forecasting methods including classical, modern, 
advanced or combination procedures. As an example, the linear method introduced by Box-Jenkins in 1976 is among 
the widely important classical time series models [9, 10]. In previous research done by Wang and Lu [11], Ibrahim 
et al. [12] and Kurt and Oktay [13], the performance of Box-Jenkins, or also referred to as autoregressive integrated 
moving average (ARIMA) model, gives satisfactory results in forecasting the daily pollutants such as carbon dioxide 
(CO2), ozone (O3) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). Besides that, modern methods such as artificial neural networks 
(ANNs) have been used for forecasting in many years with a wide range of pollutants with impressive results. These 
methods have proven to be the better approaches compared to the linear methods [14, 15, 16]. 
In addition, past research in an advanced method, hybrid often leads to the improvement in the forecasting 
accuracy [17, 18]. Chelani and Devotta [19] and Wang and Lu [11] are among the earliest studies that look into hybrid 
methodology in air quality applications. Chelani and Devotta [19] used a hybrid between ARIMA and nonlinear 
dynamical modelling in forecasting the NO2 concentrations in Delhi. On the other hand, Wang and Lu [11] used 
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) trained with a particle swarm optimization algorithm (MLP-PSO) and a hybrid Monte 
Carlo (HMC) method. This was applied for ground level O3 forecasting in Hong Kong. The paper is worded as 
follows. Section 2, materials and methods gives a simple introduction to the study city and data set. The forecasting 
techniques, error measurements including the proposed method also include in this section. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
THE DATA SET 
The API scale and terms based on human health implications have been used for several years [20]. The API in 
Malaysia was developed based on the API introduced by the United State Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). 
It is determined by the calculation of sub-indexes from five main pollutants, particulate matter (PM10), ozone (O3), 
carbon dioxide (CO2), sulphur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) [21]. This method can be used by govern- 
ment agencies to characterize the status of air quality since API providing an easy evaluation and management at the 
given location throughout the countries [22]. Hence, it helps general public to easily understand the air quality status 
for their own health precaution. The API scales and terms are used in assessing and describing the air quality status on 
human health. This information with different ranges reflected as “Good (0-50), Moderate (51-100), Unhealthy (101- 
200), Very Unhealthy (201-300) and Hazardous (301 and above)” can be the benchmark of air quality management or 
data interpretation in decision-making processes [23]. 
The chosen station located in Johor Bahru city (N01°29.815, E103°43.617). Johor Bahru is the capital of Johor 
state, was selected for this study because this city is the second largest metropolitan area in Malaysia after the capital 
city, Kuala Lumpur [24]. Apart from that, it is home to a large number of the region’s industries, residential, and 
commercial hotspots, and therefore, has congested roads. The study used daily data set for seven years, which covered 
the period from year 2005 until 2011. The data were divided into two data sets: (1) a training data set of year 2005 
until 2010 (2191 observations) to identify the API model, and (2) a test data set for year 2011 with a total of 365 
observations to check the performance of the model. The data plot is shown in Fig 1. 
 
HYBRID SEASONAL ARIMA WITH ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 
The objective of hybrid method in time series forecasting is to make use the unique feature of the single methods. 
As such, to capture different patterns in the data. The basic idea is to hybrid between the linear pattern and nonlinear 
pattern data. This is because the method used for each pattern, has limited capability depending on the characteristics 
of the data [9, 25]. It is known that the linear methods are only capable of detecting and modeling linear data pattern, 
meanwhile nonlinear methods are for nonlinear data pattern. Therefore, with this capability, both linear and nonlinear 




FIGURE 1. Air pollutant index (API) recorded at the sampling stations from year 2005 until 2011 
 
A hybrid time series model which comprising a linear and a non-linear component has been employed in the 
experiments and can be written as [9]: 
 
Yt = Lt + Nt (1) 
where the components are, Lt is linear and Nt is nonlinear. 
The hybrid model consists of two primary steps. Initially, the data will be analyzed by using the linear model. For 
this study, the linear model is estimated using seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average (SARIMA) method. 
From the SARIMA model, the linear part of hybridization is obtained. Then, by using the residual of a linear model, 
the nonlinear model will be discovered [9]. For non-linear component, the artificial neural networks are used. From 
this approach, the hybrid model has advantage because it exploiting the strength of both components. 
Linear model, the Box-Jenkins or also known as ARIMA methods is capable in presenting both stationary    
and non-stationary time series. Most researchers have used this model to forecast univariate time series data. This 
method involve three main steps; (a) tentative identification, (b) parameter estimation, and (c) diagnostic checking. 
This method is flexible in representing different types of time series; autoregressive (AR), moving average (MA), 
autoregressive moving average (ARMA), and ARIMA. In the case where seasonal components are included in the 
model, the ARIMA model is called as SARIMA model and abbreviated as SARIMA . Generally, the SARIMA model 
can be written as: 
 
𝜙𝑝(𝐵)Φ𝑃(𝐵
𝑆)(1 − 𝐵)𝑑(1 − 𝐵𝑆)𝐷𝑌𝑡 = 𝜃𝑞(𝐵)Θ𝑄(𝐵)𝜀𝑡 (2) 
where 𝜙𝑝(𝐵) = 1 − 𝜙1𝐵 − 𝜙2𝐵
2−. . . −𝜙𝑝𝐵
𝑝, Φ𝑝(𝐵) = 1 − Φ1𝐵 − Φ2𝐵
2−. . . −𝜙𝑝𝐵
𝑃, 𝜃𝑞(𝐵) = 1 − 𝜃1𝐵 −
𝜃2𝐵
2−. . . −𝜃𝑝𝐵
𝑞  and Θ𝑞(𝐵) = 1 − Θ1𝐵 − 𝜃2𝐵
2−. . . −Θ𝑝𝐵
𝑄 . B is denoted as the backward shift operator, d and D 
are denoted as the non-seasonal and seasonal orders of difference respectively. 
For non-linear patterns, the ANNs are used. ANNs are a branch of artificial intelligence that were firstly de- 
veloped in the 1950s [27]. This method aim to imitate the biological brain architecture. Thus, progressive growth of 
ANN has been reported in the literature, which is mainly interested in developing convenient hardware for fast data 
analysis and information processing [28]. The significant advantage of the ANNs model is that no prior assumption 
of the model form is required in the model building process because the network model is highly determined by the 
characteristics of the data. Many different ANN models have been proposed however, the most influential ANNs used 
is MLP [29]. 
The ANNs are characterized by three simple layers of processing units which are the input layer, the hidden 
layer, and the output layer. Each layer are connected to each other and consists of processing elements (PEs), called 
neurons. The processes start when the input layer receives the external information. This is known as the input nodes 
correspond to the number of variables or the number of lagged observations that are used to discover the underlying 
pattern in the time series Zhang et al. [30]. The last or the highest layer is the output layer, where the problem 
solution is obtained. The input and output layers are separated by one or more intermediate layers called as the hidden 
layer. Most authors used only one or two hidden layers for forecasting purposes. Moreover, hidden nodes are used  
to process the information received from the input nodes to perform a nonlinear mapping between input and output. 
Without hidden nodes in the hidden layer, the ANN is equivalent to a linear statistical time series forecasting model. 
In addition, the hidden layer is included in the neural network system to increase the flexibility of the model. Thus, 
arrows from the input to the hidden layer and hidden layer to the output layer indicate the strength of each connection 
and can be measured by a quantity called weight. 







yt  = w0 +∑ 𝑤𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑦𝑖  (3) 
yt = w0 +∑ 𝑤𝑗
𝑞
𝑗=1 𝑔 (w0. j +∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗
𝑝
𝑖=1 𝑦𝑡−𝑖 + 𝜀𝑡) (4) 
where wj ( j = 1, 2, .., q) and wi j (i = 1, 2, ..., p; j = 1, 2, ..., q) are the model parameters that are often called as the 
connection weights; p is the number of input nodes and q is the number of hidden nodes. Commonly, in the hidden 
layer, the activation function used is the logistic function, which is 𝑓(𝑥) = 1/(1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝−𝑥),, meanwhile the linear 
function, f (x) = x, is used at the output stage. 
 
FORECAST ACCURACY MEASUREMENT 
The forecast data that have been produced by forecasting models need to be evaluated by comparing with the 
corresponding out-sample data. The out-sample data is denoted as 𝑌𝑡 = 𝑦𝑡+1, 𝑦𝑡+2, … , 𝑦𝑡+𝑛 where is the number of 
forecast data. 
 
Error magnitude measurements 
This measurement measures the difference between forecast values with actual values. The measurements of fore- 
casting accuracy are normally based on the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), the root mean squared error 

























|𝑦𝑡 − ?̂?𝑡| (7) 
where yt is an actual value, ŷt is a predicted value, and n is the number of predicted value. MAPE, RMSE, and MAD 
can be computed directly from the actual and forecast values and are not involved with unknown parameters that 
need to be estimated in which these statistical computations are widely applied in the literature [31]. Thus, all the 
statistical computations measure the residual errors with the smallest value and are chosen as the best model to be 
used in forecasting. 
 
Index measurements 
Index measurements used in this study are the incorrect forecast error based on the benchmark quality, which are also 
known as the exceedance measures. The binary system is used to determine and compare the occurrence of forecast 
and observed data, whether the occurrence exceeds the threshold value assigned [32]. Furthermore, definitions and 
values of statistical indexes related to the model’s ability to forecast reliably the exceedances of the threshold value 
can be defined as A, the number of occurrences in the forecast and observed, B, the number of occurrences only in 
observed, C, the number of occurrences only in the forecast and D, the number of non-occurrence in the forecast and 
observed. From the count number of A, B, C and D, the statistical indexes can be defined as a truly predicted rate 
(TPR), falsely predicted rate (FPR), false alarm rate (FAR) and success index (SI). The TPR, FPR, FAR and SI can 
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(11) 
All these indices have values ranging from 0 to 1. For instance, TPR represents the fraction between correct 
occurrences over a total of occurrences in observed, where the perfect score will be equal to 1 with the fraction of 
unexpected occurrences is given by (1 TPR) or B/A + B . FPR represents the occurrences only in the forecast over 
total non-occurrences in observed while FAR represents the occurrences only in the forecast over total occurrences in 
the forecast; thus, the perfect score will be equal to 0. Finally, SI represents the correct forecast of occurrences and 
non-occurrences over the total number of forecasts, with 1 as the perfect score. 
In some situation, these measures have the disadvantage of being infinite or undefined if the denominator is equal 
to 0. This infinite number reflects that no boundaries or limits are impossible to measure or calculate. In past research, 
the measurements remain infinite [5, 27]. However, based on Eq (8) to Eq (11) presented previously, the values are 
based on the binary system. This is due to the number of data presenting A, B, C and D in the equation based on the 
ratio between numerator and denominator. Thus, the infinite has a limit value, which is bounded between 0 and 1. 
According to Schaefer (1990), problems arise in indices measurements when finding the optimal result where 
indices are used to measure the values from different groups. The groups are: 
Group 1: False group with the perfect score of zero. 
Group 2: True group with the perfect score of one. 
By combining different index measurements, different aspect of the underlying conclusions can be captured. 
Thus, from hybrid methodology presented previously, the combination index measurement between group 1 and 
group 2 can be proposed. Let the first group, which is Group 1 to represent the false performance which are FPR and 
FAR be the negative value and Group 2 to represent the true performance which are TPR and SI as the positive value. 
Thus, as a solution new combination index (CI) based on the accuracy obtained from Eq (8) to Eq (11) was 
proposed and can be presented as follows: 
CI = TPR − FPR − FAR + S I (12) 
From the Eq (12), the interval of CI is given by the following conditions. 
Condition 1: Set the worst combination from both groups. Group 1 is set as one and Group 2 is set as zero. 
Condition 2: Set the best combination from both groups. Group 1 is set as zero while Group 2 is set as one. 
From condition one, the FPR and FAR, the worst performance is one, while the TPR and SI, the worst perfor- 
mance is zero. Thus, from Eq (12) the CI becomes negative two. From condition two, the FPR and FAR, the best 
performance is zero, while the TPR and SI, the best performance is one. Thus, the CI becomes the positive of two. 
Hence, the range of CI is [-2,2]. Therefore, the perfect score for combination index measurement is positive two while 
the worst combination index measurement is negative two. Negative index indicates false negatives where the number 
of exceedances occur in observed but not in predicted while positive index indicates false positive as the observed 
not exceed the threshold value. In addition, the index has the value zero whenever a test gives the same proportion of 
positive and negative groups. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Classical method, SARIMA, the modern method, ANNs and the advance method, hybrid method have been used in 
this study to forecast daily air pollutant index (API). For classical method, the SARIMA model was implemented via 
MINITAB version 16 and SAS software. Before ascertaining the tentative model, identification of the differencing pro- 
cess is necessary for both non-seasonal and seasonal parts to obtain the stationary data set before model development 
can be undertaken. This is because, based on Fig 1, the data is not stationary because of the existent of seasonality. 
As the data contain a seasonal pattern, the SARIMA was used. By taking the difference d = 1 for non-seasonal,D = 
1 
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and S = 365 with for seasonal part, the data had become stationary series. Then, the tentative model based on the 
autocorrelation function (ACF) and partial autocorrelation function (PACF) from stationary series was determined to 
find the best combination order of SARIMA. By using the Ljung-Box statistics, the adequacy of the tentatively iden- 
tified model was identified. The result is shown in Table 1 where the possible model were SARIMA(3,1,3)(0,1,1)365 










TABLE 1. Error magnitude statistics for the validation of 
SARIMA, ANN, and hybrid models. 




















23.87 9.02 10.90 
   Lag 1 with Seasonal Lags ± 1 22.46 9.03 11.06  
Hybrid 
All lags 13.91 5.41 6.81 
Seasonal Lags 
365,730 
19.41 8.34 10.48 
   Lag 1 with Seasonal Lags ± 1 14.65 6.03 7.46  
For ANN, the computations were performed using Matlab software. The data pre-processing was carried out 
first by normalizing the original data into the standard normal distribution with mean zero and variance equal to 1, 
making the range of the original data into [-1,1] and [0,1]. Next, the selected input, p was found through the ARIMA 
model [33, 34]. The possible lags are 1, 2, 3, 4, 365, 366, 367, 368 and 369. The single hidden layer was used as it  
is sufficient for any complex nonlinear function suggested by Zhang et al. [30]. The forecast performance result also 
given in Table 1. 
Based on Table 1, SARIMA obtained the best performance in forecasting API in the selected stations compared 
to ANNs. As mentioned in the introduction, many results in the air quality literature find ANNs to have the best 
performance. However, our results show contrary findings to previous studies. With this mixed conclusion, the analysis 
is extended to forecast the API using hybrid methodology. The basic principles and modeling process of the ARIMA 
and ANN models were used. By using the residual from the best model SARIMA model, the ANN model was built. 
Based on Eq (1), the hybrid forecast was obtained and the results are presented in Table 1. The hybrid model gave the 
most accurate forecast and had been consistent in all four magnitude error measurements as shown in Table 1. The 
results are 13.91, 5.41 and 6.81 for MAPE, MAE and RMSE measurements respectively. 
The purpose of forecasting the air quality aims to act as an early warning system for air quality control and 
management which to maintain the air quality within assigned guidelines. Thus, index measurement was carried out. 
The results using the index measurements were presented in Table 2 where it based on the best forecast performance 
for each model, SARIMA, ANN and hyrbid. Normally, the concentration of fine dust, PM10 is the highest compared 
to other pollutants and, therefore, PM10 value will determine the API levels. According to WHO and MAAQS, the 
limit value assigned is 50 µg/m3 [35]. Thus, the API limit value of 50 was selected in order to verify the forecast 
quality of developed models. 
The out sample data contain 365 data with 92 data exceeded and the remaining 273 did not exceed the assigned 
limit value. In Table 2, the ANNs are able to capture all the data that do not exceed the limit value. However, ANNs 
perform worst in capturing the exceedances in the observed data as shown in A. For SARIMA, the frequency in 
determining non-exceedances is higher than for hybrid model, but in determining the exceedance observed value, the 
hybrid model performs better. More importantly, the forecast obtained is used to build a warning system that is able 
to give prior notice to the public especially among the sensitive groups. Thus, the frequency of B, the occurrence   in 
observed, but not predicted is needed to be aware as SARIMA and ANN recorded higher number compared to a 
hybrid. In other situation, the forecast value predicts the threshold value, although the observed does not. This can be 
called as a false alarm. Denoted by C, the hybrid shows that 19 days of false alarm occurred. 
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TABLE 2. Index measurements for the validation of SARIMA, ANN, and 
hybrid models. 
Model Frequency Measurement 
 
 A B C D TPR FPR FAR SI CI 
SARIMA 1 91 7 266 0.01 0.03 0.86 0.73 -0.16 
ANN 0 92 0 273 0 0 0 0.75 0.75 
Hybrid 46 46 19 254 0.50 0.07 0.29 0.82 0.96 
For validation of the model, the performance statistics using the frequency information were defined. The hybrid 
model with the TPR values of 0.5 indicated that the model predicted exceeded successfully compared to SARIMA 
and ANN. In particular, the FPR with the best model equal to 0 is shown by the ANN following SARIMA and hybrid 
model. As mentioned earlier, this measurement could not be defined. This situation occurs when finding FAR for ANN 
where the values of the denominator are equal to zero. However, the value can be defined because it based on binary 
system. Thus, in Table  2, the FAR  infinite result of ANN model is defined by 0 since the frequency of nominator   
is equal to 0. Hence, ANN is the best model followed by hybrid and SARIMA. In addition, Table 2 shows the SI 
measurement where the hybrid model gives the best result in identifying the capability of the prediction to capture 
the observed either exceeding or not exceeding the agreed threshold value. In order to support that the models can 
predict accurately the exceeds based on the assigned limit, the values of TPR and SI must be high while FPR and 
FAR must be low. Thus, the hybrid model is better in TPR and SI measurements, while ANN is better in FPR and 
FAR measurements. Besides, the problem arises when the index is used to gauge the values of different offices, true 
and false. Therefore, the combination of the index measurements presented here with hybrid gives the best forecast. 
Concerning both groups of forecast accuracy measurements, the hybrid model becomes the best-developed model to 
forecast the API values. 
 
CONCLUSION 
A detailed study of daily air pollutant index (API) in urban areas, Johor Bahru has been reported in this study. Based 
on the data recorded, the selected station shows seasonal data pattern with high API in the southwest monsoon (May 
to September) period due to biomass burning. Concerning the air pollution affecting the human health, forecasting 
using time series reported here is hoped to give an advanced notice to the public and the authorities. Therefore,     
the SARIMA, ANNs and hybrid method of SARIMA and ANNs were used in this study. To forecast the API with 
the highest accuracy, various accuracy measurements have been tested. This includes the measurements based on the 
magnitude of forecasted and observed and the model’s validation based on the ability to forecast the exceedances of the 
assigned limit value. Comparing the best three models using magnitude error measurements (MAPE, MAE, RMSE), 
the hybrid model showed better skills in forecasting API compared to SARIMA model and ANNs model. Besides, 
comparing the three models based on index measurement, the hybrid model gives the best result in forecasting the 
capability to forecast these exceedances with a limit value of 50. As a conclusion, research on air quality concerning 
the assigned guidelines. Therefore, the chosen best forecast must consider the index measurement together with the 
statistical performance using the magnitude error. 
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